
SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND LANGUAGE STRUCTURE:
THE NEW NOMOTHETIC APPROACH

Recent studies have taken advantage of newly available, large-scale, cross-linguistic data and 
new statistical techniques to look at the relationship between language structure and social 
structure. These ‘nomothetic’ approaches contrast with more traditional approaches and a 
tension is observed between proponents of each method. We review some nomothetic studies 
and point out some challenges that must be overcome. However, we argue that nomothetic 
approaches can contribute to our understanding of the links between social structure and 
language structure if they address these challenges and are taken as part of a body of mutu-
ally supporting evidence. Nomothetic studies are a powerful tool for generating hypotheses 
that can go on to be corroborated and tested with experimental and theoretical approaches. 
These studies are highlighting the effect of interaction on language.
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1. Introduction 

A century ago, Edward Sapir discussed the relationship between language, 
human society and the environment:

Properly speaking, environment can act directly only on an individual, and in 
those cases where we find that a purely environmental influence is responsible 
for a communal trait, this common trait must be interpreted as a summation of 
distinct processes of environmental influences on individuals. Such, however, 
is obviously not the typical form in which we find the forces of environment at 
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work on human groups. ... The important point remains that in actual society 
even the simplest environmental influence is either supported or transformed 
by social forces. 

(Sapir, 1912, p. 226)

Sapir recognised that human culture at the society level and the environmen-
tal forces working at the individual level could co-evolve. This co-evolution may 
have begun before the evolution of modern language (e.g. Dunbar, 1993; Isbell 
and Young, 1996). Language, then, is a complex adaptive system: it emerges as a 
product of its underlying speech community, but also adapts to the very dynamics 
from which it emerged (Beckner et al., 2009). Recent research has considered how 
language structure and social structure might be linked based on newly available 
data and new statistical techniques. This approach can be broadly categorised as 
‘nomothetic’: seeking law-like explanations for general phenomena from large sets 
of cross-linguistic data. On the other hand, more traditional research, categorisable 
as ‘idiographic’, uses careful case-studies to motivate hypotheses. Given this differ-
ence, there is a tension between proponents of the two approaches. 

This paper will review some of the new nomothetic studies and try to place 
them in relation to other approaches. First, the differences between the nomothetic 
and idiographic approaches are illustrated with a short example. The next section 
gives an example of some nomothetic research. Section 4 discusses some problems 
with the nomothetic approach such as the possibility of spurious correlations. The 
next few sections consider how the nomothetic approach can be combined with 
other approaches such as experiments and computational modelling. These sec-
tions use case-studies to illustrate their points. Section 5 shows that nomothetic 
studies can be good for generating hypotheses. However, section 6 demonstrates 
that nomothetic results can be combined with other approaches, for instance in 
order to address the effects of social structures on how languages change. Section 
7 shows that nomothetic approaches can provide insights for theories which other 
approaches would find difficult to generate, with an example from the literature on 
the critical period effect for language acquisition. Section 8 demonstrates that results 
from nomothetic studies can be a catalyst for bringing together researchers and 
techniques from different areas and focussing their attention on specific problems. 
Finally, we argue that results from experimental and modelling work suggest that 
phylogenetic techniques are the best methods for carrying out nomothetic studies. 

2. What is the nomothetic approach ? 

The nomothetic and idiographic approaches have been used to study the co-
evolution of language structure and social structure. These two approaches will be 
briefly illustrated with an example from studies of colour words. First, the idio-
graphic approach: Given the co-evolutionary nature of language and society, the 
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lexicon of a society may reflect the values and activities that it considers relevant. 
As an extreme example, MacKeigan and Muth (2006) report that speakers of Tzotzil 
have hundreds of compound forms for describing various dimensions of colour. 
This is because the main industry of the society is hand-weaving colourful textiles. 
Weavers work in groups and need fine-grained labels with which to request certain 
threads. MacKeigan and Muth were able to track the spread of individual colour 
words within the social network of the weavers. In this way, the affects of social 
structure on the lexicon could be identified. 

This is an example of the idiographic approach: A careful study of individu-
als in a particular society. Although this is a powerful research method, it is also 
complex, costly and time-consuming. Given the availability of new electronic 
resources shared over the internet, it is now possible to address the same topics 
simply, cheaply and quickly. 

To demonstrate this point, we conducted a nomothetic analysis of the effect of 
colour terms on cultural aspects of society. Our hypothesis was that the range of 
vocabulary a society has with which to discuss colours should affect the range of 
colours in artifacts whose appearance has been negotiated, such as national flags. 

Indeed, a multiple regression shows that the number of basic colour categories 
in a language is a significant predictor of the number of colours in the national 
flag for speakers of that language (r = 0.12, F(16,106) = 1.86, p = 0.03, controlling for 
the effects of speaker population, distance from the equator – see Bornstein, 1973 
– and a country’s per-capita gross domestic product as a measure of industrialisa-
tion – see Kay and Regier, 2003. Data from Kay and Maffi, 2008; Wikipedia, 2011; 
International Monetary Fund. Online, 2011). This appears to support the hypothesis 
that language structure can affect cultural artifacts. 

This statistic is an example of a nomothetic approach – considering data across 
many languages and sources (although admittedly using crude statistical tech-
niques). It was done using an ordinary laptop, took less than a day to complete and 
the data and analysis cost nothing to obtain. The advantages and attraction of such 
an approach are clear. However, there are many problems – some of which will be 
discussed in this paper. These include problems with the data and statistical analyses, 
the assumptions behind the analyses and the explanatory power of the analyses. 

Given that hypotheses from the idiographic approach come out of detailed 
studies of causal processes while nomothetic studies look at correlations between 
large-scale variables, it is not surprising that there is a tension between proponents 
of each approach. Although, as we will argue, there are many problems with the 
nomothetic approach, a common source of this tension is often a misunderstand-
ing about the role of the nomothetic approach. Many antagonists argue that the 
nomothetic studies are poorly motivated and do not provide support for the 
theories of interest. However, many researchers using nomothetic approaches see 
its role as exploratory and to demonstrate features and interactions of interest 
that other approaches may test, not necessarily a definitive proof in itself. The 
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candid introduction of Hay and Bauer (2007) demonstrates that researchers are 
aware of this:

To our knowledge, no-one has ever reported a statistical correlation between the 
number of speakers of a language, and how many phonemes that language has. 
This, of course, is not surprising: why would anyone look for such an associa-
tion in the first place? It is certainly not an association one would necessarily 
expect. However in the process of proof-reading a manuscript that contained 
information about series of languages, including their populations and vowel 
inventories, it struck us that there appeared to be some link. We couldn’t resist 
checking this apparent link more systematically. In this short report we show 
that there is, indeed, an association between phoneme inventory and popula-
tion size. We do not have well-developed theoretical arguments to offer about 
why this should be. However the correlation seemed intriguing enough that it 
was worth simply publishing the result, and leaving it up to readers to draw 
their own conclusions. 

(Hay and Bauer, 2007, p. 388)

The tension between proponents of the two approaches will be discussed 
throughout the paper but we argue that both approaches feed into each other: No-
mothetic approaches can help generate hypotheses to be tested, but other approaches 
are needed to test them. We continue with a short review of some nomothetic studies. 

3. Nomothetic approach  to language 

Recently, the amount of data available on language typologies and social fea-
tures has increased due to database technology. These data, along with tools and 
techniques with which to analyse them, have become more accessible through the 
internet. This has prompted large-scale statistical investigations. 

For example, Lupyan and Dale (2010) show that a community’s population 
is correlated with the level of morphological complexity in their language (mor-
phological complexity includes variables that measure the complexity of the case 
system and is contrasted with lexical strategies, for example marking the future 
tense morphologically as opposed to lexically). Language typology data from the 
World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS, Haspelmath et al., 2008) is combined 
with data on the speaker population and geographic spread from the Ethnologue 
(Gordon, 2005). A general trend is identified: Languages with a small number of 
speakers, low geographic spread and few linguistic neighbours tend to have high 
morphological complexity (esoteric languages). 

On the other hand, languages with a large number of speakers, large geographic 
spread and many linguistic neighbours tend to have low morphological complexity 
(exoteric languages). 
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The Linguistic Niche Hypothesis (LNH) put forward by Lupyan & Dale pro-
poses that, just as the structure of biological organisms are affected by their ecologi-
cal niche, the structure of society affects the evolutionary pressures on language 
structures. In particular, a distinction is made between exoteric and esoteric niches. 
An exoteric niche contains languages with a large variety of speakers putting pres-
sure on the communal language to become suited for communication between 
strangers and become more learnable by non-native (adult) learners (Lupyan & 
Dale, 2010). English, Swahili and Hindi are all examples of languages emerging 
from exoteric niches, in that they are more likely to be learned or taught by non-
native speakers and be used with individuals from different cultural backgrounds 
(ibid). Conversely, esoteric niches are composed of languages like Tatar, Elfdalian 
and Algonquin (ibid). All of these languages belong to relatively small popula-
tions where individuals are part of a tightly knit community, based on a shared 
cultural and social identity. 

Given these differing linguistic niches, Lupyan & Dale’s main proposal is that 
the morphological features of a language are the product of adaptation to learn-
ing constraints and the communicative requirements of the underlying speaker 
population. Therefore, a language being subjected to a greater number of outside 
learners – for instance, via colonisation or large-scale migration – is thus under 
a greater pressure to become learnable, subsequently simplifying its morphology 
and increasing the productivity of existing grammatical patterns. 

Proponents of the idiographic approach also argue that the amount of lan-
guage contact has an effect on language complexity (Trudgill, 2004; DeGraff, 2001; 
Dahl, 2004), although opinions differ on the importance of this factor. Lupyan 
and Dale cautiously claim that the relationship is only partial, and Trudgill (2004) 
argues that population size, network structure and language contact need to be 
considered together. On the other hand, McWhorter (2008) suggests that the level 
of non-native language acquisition is the only factor that affects the simplifica-
tion of grammar over generations. Other theories highlight the importance of 
background knowledge shared by a small community (Nettle, 1999; Wray and 
Grace, 2007). Recent experimental evidence also supports the hypothesis that 
second language learners find morphology more difficult to master than native 
speakers (Clahsen et al., 2010). It’s worth noting that nomothetic approaches do 
not always contradict conclusions from other approaches, and are not always 
the most extreme. 

Languages in exoteric niches also become more analytical, which, according 
to Wray and Grace (2007), increases their form-meaning compositionality in that 
“meanings of expressions can be determined from their composition, because the 
system approximates a one-to-one relationship between forms and meanings” 
(pg. 9). On the basis of similar claims, Carstairs-McCarthy (2005) suggests that 
linguistic universals are an emergent property of exoteric language use over many 
generations, rather than being biologically based. 
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4. Challenges for the Nomothetic approach  

The nomothetic approach can be a powerful tool for exploring relationships 
between linguistic and social variables. However, the approach can also be prob-
lematic. In Roberts and Winters (2012), we discuss these problems and summarise 
them below. 

Nomothetic approaches use large-scale, cross-cultural datasets. Since the 
inference in nomothetic approaches derives directly from the data, these studies 
are sensitive to the quality of the data. This may be especially difficult to verify if 
there is a large amount of data on a wide variety of languages or cultural practices, 
since any one researcher would be unlikely to have in-depth knowledge about each. 
Furthermore, when integrating information on different languages into a single 
typological framework, the assumptions of the framework can be imposed on the 
data. There is also the issue of temporal resolution. Many nomothetic approaches 
suggest that linguistic and cultural variables co-evolve with each other over time, 
but the data that is used to test this is often from only one period in time. 

Perhaps a bigger danger is the possibility of spurious correlations. Large datasets 
with multiple variables are likely to contain correlations between variables that 
have no direct causal link (see Roberts and Winters, 2012). For example, countries 
in which the acacia tree Acacia nilotica grows are significantly more likely to have 
tonal languages (χ2 with Yates’ continuity correction = 47.1, df = 1, p < 0.0001, data 
from Crop Protection Compendium, 2008 and Maddieson, 2008). However, a causal 
link is, obviously, very unlikely. 

The more problematic cases are where causal links may be more intuitive. 
For example, a colleague challenged us to find a relationship between two vari-
ables that they thought could not possibly be linked: basic word order and the 
average number of offspring that parents have. However, a robust correlation 
was apparent. Data was collected from the World values database (World Values 
Survey Association, 2009) and the World Atlas of Language Structures (Dryer, 
2011). The following variables were entered into a linear regression: basic word 
order of language, age group, sex, employment status, marriage status, level of 
education and religion. Controlling for the other factors, basic word order was a 
significant predictor of the number of children a couple have (F(3,35030) = 121.6, 
p < 0.0000001). This model accounted for 36% of the variance in number of chil-
dren. People speaking SOV languages were likely to have more children than 
those speaking SVO languages. 

As Hay and Bauer (2007) note, these kinds of results are intriguing, and it 
is tempting to create stories that would fit the results. Could this result reflect 
a similar mechanism to the one suggested by Lupyan and Dale (2010)? That is, 
a greater number of children in the population affects the linguistic ‘niche’ that 
languages must adapt to, therefore influencing the way the languages change over 
time. However, the danger is that a large enough data set can provide apparent 
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support for any hypothesis. There are two basic problems. To begin, the strength 
of the correlation may be impressive, but it must be considered alongside alterna-
tive hypotheses. For instance, whether participants speak a language with front 
rounded vowels is a better predictor of the number of children an individual has 
(F(1,32439) = 533.9, p < 0.0000001). In fact, calculating the correlation between the 
number of children and all variables in the World Atlas of Language Structures, 
word order ranks 11th (within top 15%). This suggests that the result is a spurious 
correlation that is brought about either because of the relatedness of languages and 
cultures or because of complex relationships with other variables. 

Secondly, the correlation does not suggest the direction of causation. Nomothetic 
studies can demonstrate that variables are statistically linked, but can’t determine 
the mechanism which brought about the correlation. That is, on their own, nomo-
thetic studies only have weak explanatory power (see Roberts and Winters, 2012). 

As an example, Lupyan and Dale (2010) suggest that the number of second 
language learners is a factor in the explanation of the distribution of morphologi-
cal complexity. Although it is generally true that ultimate attainment in language 
acquisition is correlated with age of first exposure, the cause of this is difference is 
contested. This makes it difficult to identify the causal factor driving the relationship 
between second language learners and morphological complexity. For instance, the 
linguistic output of a second language learner (and so the input to the next genera-
tion) may be affected by social aspects: At the individual level, second language 
learners may avoid constructions that they find difficult to avoid embarrassment 
(e.g. Schachter, 1974). Output may also be affected by lack of motivation, low self-
esteem or anxiety (Krashen, 1982), which may differ in children and adults and 
may result from other social factors. 

Furthermore, adults and children differ in the way they interact with others in 
their society in terms of the number of interlocutors, frequency, context and func-
tion of the interaction (Kuhl et al., 1997). Also, second language learners may have 
a high functional attainment in the specific domains involved in cross-linguistic 
contact (Hyltenstam and Abrahamsson, 2003; Bialystok and Miller, 1999) and age 
of acquisition may affect different aspects of language to different degrees (e.g. 
Eubank and Gregg, 1999). 

At the society level, ultimate attainment is affected by the linguistic distance 
between the first and second language (e.g. Lado, 1957; Kellerman and Sharwood 
Smith, 1986). This means that it’s not just the number of other languages a com-
munity has contact with that should affect its evolution, but the properties of those 
languages. The picture is complicated when considering that social groups split and 
merge and borrow linguistic features from one another. For example, Matisoff (1978) 
sees the relations between languages as “an interlocking network of fuzzy-edged 
clots of languages, emmitting waves of mutual influence” (Matisoff, 1978, p. 2) rather 
than neat tree-like dispersion. Furthermore, borrowing from other languages may 
not necessarily cause a systematic change in the borrowing language (e.g. English 
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has borrowed the word ‘taboo’ from Tongan but the influence is relatively minute 
in shaping the historical trajectory of English, Greenhill et al., 2009). 

In summary, although the proportion of second language speakers in a com-
munity is related to the morphological complexity of its language, the mechanism 
that brings the relationship about may be complex. However, while there may be 
problems with the nomothetic approach, we suggest that it can still be a productive 
tool for research when combined with other approaches. Indeed, Lupyan and Dale 
claim that their results show a strong tendency which suggests a hypothesis that 
can go on to be tested directly by other approaches. 

5. Generating hypotheses 

The increasing availably of data and sophistication of statistical techniques 
means that generating hypotheses with a nomothetic approach is increasingly 
easy. While there are concerns about the statistical methods, the nomothetic ap-
proach of Lupyan and Dale (2010) does generate a testable hypothesis: the balance 
in cognitive profiles within a speech community will affect the selection pressures 
on language and, over generations, the language will change to accommodate its 
hosts. This view of language evolution is compatible with the view of language as 
an organism that adapts to the cognitive niche of human brains (e.g. Christiansen 
and Chater, 2008; Smith and Kirby, 2008). However, before the hypothesis can be 
tested, a specific mechanism with predictive power should be identified. Without 
one, the hypothesis is difficult to falsify. 

As an example, the differences between first and second language acquisi-
tion performance have been linked to different use of procedural and declarative 
memory (Ullman, 2005; Paradis, 2004; Digiulio et al., 1994). Procedural memory is 
linked with automatic processes such as morphological and syntactic operations and 
declarative memory is linked with conscious retrieval such as retrieval of lexical 
items. The ability to incorporate knowledge into procedural memory atrophies over 
time. Second language learners, therefore, should acquire lexical marking better 
than morphological marking. 

This predicts that any stratification of the procedural/declarative memory 
capacity of a population, in addition to child versus adult learners, will affect the 
morphological complexity of its language. For instance, procedural/declarative 
profiles are affected by gender (Hartshorne and Ullman, 2006), daytime napping 
(Backhaus and Junghanns, 2006) and alcohol (Smith and Smith, 2003). One might 
be able to show that morphological complexity varies with male to female ratio, 
sleeping patterns (e.g. siestas) and per-capita alcohol consumption. A preliminary 
investigation found that the number of grammatical categories in a language is 
correlated with the sex ratio of under 15s of its country (134 languages, r = 0.17, 
p < 0.05, data from Bickel and Nichols, 2008, Central Intelligence Agency, 2009). 
However, this correlation goes in the opposite direction to that predicted by the 
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above hypothesis (populations with more males than females tend to have fewer 
grammatical categories). 

While this result might appear to dismiss this particular mechanism as a can-
didate for Lupyan and Dale (2010)’s hypothesis, we suggest that this may not be 
the right approach. In seeking to test the hypothesis generated by looking at a large 
amount of low-quality data, more data of the same kind has been added. That is, a 
nomothetic hypothesis has been tested by a nomothetic study, which is vulnerable 
to the same kinds of weaknesses. Instead, hypotheses generated by nomothetic ap-
proaches should be tested using different approaches. An experimental approach 
might be more appropriate. Indeed, recent experimental work has focussed on the 
differences between how native and non-native learners adults acquire morphology 
(e.g. Clahsen et al., 2010). Alternatively, what is required is a way of combining 
large-scale, cross-cultural, society-level data with small-scale, individual-level data. 
New phylogenetic approaches (see section 9.1), could be the key to this integration. 

6. Combining approach es 

Nomothetic studies are suggesting that the structure of a society has an effect 
on the structure of the language that is used within it. However, the sections above 
demonstrated that nomothetic approaches have low explanatory power in isolation. 
This section considers how nomothetic results can be combined with experimental 
and modelling approaches to test and extend theories of the relationship between 
language structure and social structure. 

The nomothetic approach is a powerful tool for generating testable hypotheses. 
Yet applying these tests to real-world situations is often complicated, costly and 
affected by factors outside the scope of the hypothesis. These principles can, how-
ever, be extended by integrating methodologies and hypotheses within a general 
theoretical framework. Complementing the nomothetic approach are models and 
experiments. 

Both experiments and agent-based modelling are powerful tools for looking at 
how interactions between individuals can affect phenomena at the society level. 
The transmission of cultural features, such as language, is constrained by the 
social structure (Chambers, 1995). For instance, human societies involve interac-
tions between individuals in so-called social networks (Newman and Park, 2003) 
which differ from other naturally occurring networks in many ways, including 
the ‘small-world’ effect. That is, your friends tend to be friends with each other 
and popular people tend to know other popular people (and vice-versa). Linguistic 
interactions, then, are constrained by social networks in that they are not merely 
achieved via random contacts (Beckner et al., 2009). A consequence of this is that 
social structure is predicted to pattern with linguistic variation (Weinreich et al., 
1968) and act as the source and product of language change Croft (2000, 2010). It 
is through the interaction of individuals that novel linguistic variants emerge, and 
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are subsequently selected and integrated within a community though propagation 
and fixation. 

A serious limitation of nomothetic and idiographic studies is their lack of 
temporal resolution: the long time scale of historical change precludes the linguist 
from performing a sufficient number of multiple observations at small but regular 
intervals (Fagyal et al., 2010, p. 3). Agent-based models provide one interesting 
route for exploring the role of social structure in the diffusion process. One recent 
application has been to test earlier theories put forward by Bloomfield (1933), Séguy 
(1973) and Trudgill (1974) (cf. Nerbonne, 2010). Indeed, Bloomfield realised that the 
amount of dialect differentiation caused by diffusion depends on the communica-
tion density (Nerbonne, 2010, p. 3822). Fagyal et al. (2010) used a series of simula-
tions to show that innovations spread following an S-shaped curve and stabilise 
as norms only when the network is: (1) socially heterogeneous (scale-free), with 
tight-knit communities (high clustering) that keep their members in close reach 
(small diameter), and (2) group members imitate the language use of those whom 
all perceive as the most popular (ibid. p. 17). Additionally, the study highlighted 
some of complex dynamics at play, with the need for both highly-connected agents 
(leaders) and relatively isolated individuals (loners): here, leaders help establish the 
appearance of linguistic norms, whilst loners help maintain innovation through 
the introduction of novel variants. 

Besides the well-studied dynamics of linguistic features in social networks (cf. 
Milroy and Milroy, 1985; Bogunã et al., 2004), the transmission of these variants 
is not often considered to follow a co-evolutionary relationship with social struc-
ture. Quillinan et al. (2010) present a co-evolutionary model of social structure and 
cultural learning. Social interactions between individuals are constrained by the 
social network, but the social network is also dynamically affected by the social 
interactions of individuals. The model contains a population of agents which each 
have a number of linguistic traits. The social distance between two agents is cal-
culated from the difference between their linguistic features. This implements a 
homophily bias (McPherson et al., 2001): Agents tend to form social bonds based 
with agents who are similar to them. The structure of the social network evolves by 
three principles: Forming bonds with similar agents, breaking bonds with dissimilar 
agents and learning between bonded agents. Over time, social networks emerge 
with properties similar to human social networks. The key to this emergence is the 
learned aspect of the cultural transmission. The rate of learning affects both the 
social structure and the type and distribution of the languages. 

Considering population density and other demographic variables chimes with 
evolutionary models in biology (cf. Hawks, 2008), culture (Shennan, 2000; Henrich, 
2004; Richerson et al., 2009; Lycett and Norton, 2010) and linguistics (Nettle, 1999; 
Wichmann and Holman, 2009; Vogt, 2009). In tandem with these general models 
are several recent papers looking a demography and phonemic diversity (de Boer, 
2000; Trudgill, 2004; Pericliev, 2004; Hay and Bauer, 2007; Winters, 2010; Atkinson, 
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2011b). Here, we have seen the integration of several theoretical and methodologi-
cal approaches. For instance, when investigating the emergence of vowel systems 
in agent-based computer simulations, de Boer (2000) manipulated the size of the 
population to find that “the success of all population sizes is comparable, but the 
vowel system size of small populations is smaller than that of large ones, reflecting 
the lower stability” (pg. 459)This has allowed for the development of theoretical 
work (Trudgill, 2004) and the application of statistical methods to real-world pho-
neme inventory data (Hay and Bauer, 2007). The general findings all point toward 
a relationship between the phoneme inventory size and the number of speakers, yet 
there is much more work needed to determine whether this relationship is causal. 

Ferdinand and Zuidema (2009) also show that social structure should affect a 
rational agent’s approach to the learning problem in general. In an iterated learn-
ing model with Bayesian agents, language learning is modeled with generations of 
agents estimating the ‘language’ of the previous generation. Agents integrate the data 
that they hear and their own prior bias for which languages are more likely (both 
innate and learned biases). Over many generations, the distribution of ‘languages’ 
in the population will eventually converge to a value that reflects the prior bias of 
the individual. However, Ferdinand and Zuidema show that the population size can 
also affect the eventual distribution of the languages. Burkett and Griffiths (2010) 
also show that manipulating the individual’s expectations about the structure of 
society can affect the distribution of languages that eventually emerge. Therefore, 
languages may evolve in different ways within different kinds of social structure. 

However, Ferdinand and Zuidema also point out that the scope of a rational 
agent’s biases is contentions. A fully rational agent should take the social struc-
ture into account when learning, not just the properties of the languages. It is an 
empirical question to what extent humans integrate the distribution of variation 
over speakers into the way they learn. 

Laboratory experiments are also introducing innovative ways of merging the 
robust time-scales of agent-based modelling whilst generating real-world data. One 
particular source of success in recent years has been the testing and contrasting 
of different cultural transmission dynamics (cf. Mesoudi and Whiten, 2008; Scott-
Phillips and Kirby, 2010). Garrod (2010), for instance, found that by contrasting 
two transmission dynamics – vertical cultural transmission and repeated pairwise 
interaction – chains of learners would produce different outputs. Specifically, the 
graphical communication systems that emerged were better suited to their specific 
forms of transmission: forms transmitted vertically tended to retain their iconic 
appearance, whereas the interactively produced forms decreased in complexity 
through taking on a more symbolic aspect. Tamariz et al. (2012) also used an iter-
ated learning experiment with human participants to demonstrate that interaction 
with interlocutors, generation turnover and negotiation between interlocutors were 
crucial factors in determining the kinds of structure that emerged in the linguistic 
system. 
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Social structure is also shown to affect an individual’s sensitivity to the dis-
tribution of variation across speakers. Roberts (2010) set up an experiment where 
players could only interact through an ‘alien’ language via an instant-messaging 
system, with the aim being to trade commodities in a series of rounds. The results 
showed that, if players interacted frequently enough with their team-mates and 
were in competition with another group, then linguistic diversity emerged. Over 
the course of the game each team developed its own ‘variety’, and this was used 
as a marker of group identity. 

This demonstrates a relationship between linguistic diversity at the commu-
nity level and individual identity (possibly explaining the relationships between 
phonetic diversity and group size, discussed above). Nettle (1999) discusses similar 
situations in Papua New Guinea, but based on co-operative rather than competi-
tive principles: The richness of the land means that trading physical commodities 
is redundant. However, groups still need to co-operate for politics and war. Instead 
of investing materially, they invest culturally by learning the other communities’ 
language. It is common for children to be sent to other communities to learn their 
language. There are even cases of communities consciously agreeing to introduce 
variation in order to distinguish themselves from other communities. Linguistic 
diversity, then, becomes a commodity which is maintained (see also Nettle and 
Dunbar, 1997). Crucially, as in Roberts (2010), diversity emerges and is maintained 
because the linguistic system has come to encode the speaker’s identity within their 
society. That is, utterances refer to properties of the speaker as well as the objects 
and actions they pick out in the world. In this way, the function of a language may 
be radically altered by the structure of the society in which it is embedded. New 
experimental paradigms can help test these hypotheses. As the examples above 
demonstrate, theories about the relationship between social structure and language 
structure can be informed by combining evidence from multiple approaches. 

7. Providing insights 

While other approaches can test the hypotheses generated by nomothetic stud-
ies, principles suggested by nomothetic studies can also provide insights that can 
inform the research in other approaches. This is illustrated with an example from 
the work on the critical period effect for second language acquisition. 

Experimental work has shown that age of exposure is a crucial factor for ul-
timate attainment of a language (e.g. Johnson and Newport, 1989, see Long, 1990; 
Birdsong and Molis, 2001 for reviews), although a definite cut-off age is disputed 
(see Hyltenstam and Abrahamsson, 2003). 

However, Hurford (1991) argues that Johnson and Newport’s (1989) results are 
also compatible with the hypothesis that the acquisition of a first language inter-
feres with the acquisition of a second. This is, of course, a difficult confound to 
avoid with real participants, but can be overcome using computational modelling. 
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Hurford used a computational model to argue that a sensitive period for language 
learning at an early age should be expected. Individuals in the model had a set 
of genes that specified the period in their lives when they were most sensitive to 
acquiring language. If knowing a language for longer gives an individual a greater 
advantage, then individuals should evolve to be good at learning language early in 
their lifetime. Indeed, in the model, over evolutionary time, this genetic specification 
evolved so that individuals were most sensitive in early stages of their life. Rather 
than a diminished ability in adulthood, Hurford sees this as an adaptive ‘boost’ in 
acquisition ability during childhood. 

However, the nomothetic studies above suggest that age is not the only factor 
relevant to this debate. Lupyan and Dale (2010) demonstrate that some languages 
may have adapted to the acquisition abilities of adults to a greater extent than oth-
ers. This leads to a testable prediction: that ultimate attainment of large languages 
like English will be better on average than for small languages like Welsh, all other 
things being equal. That is, as well as humans adapting to when they are most sensi-
tive to language acquisition, languages are adapting to the population of learners, 
meaning that there is a co-evolution between the two processes. 

This effect would be difficult to spot using an experimental approach, since 
a lot of compatible studies with different languages would be required. It is also 
not an intuitive aspect to include in a computational model. While the nomothetic 
approach may not have explanatory power on its own, insights about the impor-
tant factors of a debate from a nomothetic approach can feed back into both the 
modelling and experimental literature. 

8. Nomothetic Approach  as a Catalyst 

Atkinson’s (2011b) paper on phonemic diversity shows how a nomothetic 
approach can serve as a catalyst for bringing together researchers from disparate 
areas in linguistics. Based on previous work suggesting that the phoneme inventory 
size is related to socio-demographic dynamics (Hay and Bauer, 2007), Atkinson 
hypothesised phonemic diversity is concomitant with the geographic distance from 
Africa. He uses data from WALS and a series of multiple regressions to arrive upon 
two conclusions. First, the patterns of phonemic diversity across the globe supports 
a Serial Founder Effect (SFE) model, in which repeated population bottlenecks 
throughout human history gradually reduced the diversity. Second, in mirroring 
human genetic diversity, Atkinson argues these bottleneck effects on diversity point 
toward language as having putative origin in Africa. 

Since the publication of these results, Atkinson’s paper has drawn significant 
attention from various academic quarters. The paper elicited several responses in 
Science (cf. Atkinson, 2012), as well as a special issue of Linguistic Typology (cf. 
Bybee, 2011), that broadly challenged Atkinson’s findings on both theoretical and 
methodological grounds. 
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One overarching theme from the theoretical side of the debate is challenging 
the links between phoneme inventory size, demography and cultural transmission. 
Peter Trudgill (2004; 2011) deserves a notable mention here for having repeatedly 
pointed out that these cross-linguistic similarities in phoneme inventory sizes are 
contingent on numerous social, cultural and demographic factors. Indeed, unrealistic 
assumptions can lead us to believe there is a linear relationship between a linguistic 
variable (e.g. phoneme inventories) and a socio-demographic variable (e.g. population 
size). The reality is likely to be far more complicated and not necessarily tractable 
for these coarse statistical methods, with any one factor potentially being mislead-
ing and not necessarily a reliable proxy variable (cf. Roberts and Winters, 2012). 

Several critiques also emerged through utilising different methodological ap-
proaches. These ranged from the types of statistic tools employed (Jaeger et al., 2011), 
the sources of data (Wichmann et al., 2011; Cysouw et al., 2012) as well as different 
ways of quantifying phonemic diversity (Hunley et al., 2012). Hunley et al. (2012) 
offered one of the most prominent critiques in this respect: here, the authors com-
pared a linguistic sample, consisting of 725 widespread languages with 908 distinct 
phonemes, to a genetic sample composed of 614 autosomal microsatellite loci in 100 
widespread populations. By encoding the distribution of phonemes in an analogous 
manner to that of the genetic samples they found crucial differences in the way these 
two pattern. Whereas genetic patterns are consistent with predictions made by SFE, 
phonemic data violated these model assumptions. The rationale for this is largely 
because phonemes on average change more rapidly than genes and are therefore not 
stable enough to accurately inform us about possible ancient evolutionary traces. 

The phonemic diversity debate should be held up as an example of how the 
nomothetic approach can serve as a tool for furthering theoretical and methodologi-
cal contributions to the field. Despite the numerous disagreements that inevitably 
stem from these debates, the position taken here is that we should view this as a 
positive development. As Atkinson himself offered in a response: 

There are clearly interesting geographic patterns in global phonological (and 
typological) diversity that we are only beginning to understand. It seems like 
ancient demography and large-scale population migrations must be a leading 
contender for explaining these patterns... to build a more compelling case we 
need additional data, more evidence that a founder effect does indeed operate 
on phonemic diversity, and more effort to exclude alternative hypotheses. I 
agree with these general sentiments and hope that some of the discussion in 
this issue has helped move us in the right direction. 

(Atkinson, 2011a, p. 329-330) 

Results from nomothetic studies can thus provide the focus for a debate between 
these various sub-disciplines, and offer insights into the theoretical and method-
ological differences between them.
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9. Cultural Transmission Constrains Valid Nomothetic Methods 

If we accept that language is not only a conveyer of cultural information, but is 
itself a socially learned and culturally transmitted system, then an individual’s lin-
guistic knowledge is the result of observing and repeating the linguistic behaviour of 
others (Kirby and Hurford, 2002). Attempts at capturing this process experimentally 
have found success under the rubric of Iterated Learning (henceforth, IL): a cycle 
of continued production and induction where individual learners are exposed to 
a set of data, which they must then reproduce and pass onto the next generation 
of learners (Kirby et al., 2008). 

By taking into account the effects of cultural transmission, researchers can now 
probe for biases that were initially hard to spot due to their weak influence at the 
individual level (Kirby et al., 2007; Griffiths et al., 2010; Reali and Griffiths, 2009; 
Smith and Wonnacott, 2010). These studies demonstrate that weak biases may be 
amplified through cultural transmission meaning, that we cannot assume a priori 
that all universal patterns are the result of strong biases acting upon learning. This 
limits the explanatory power of the nomothetic approach. 

The possibility of weak biases showing strong effects through cultural transmis-
sion means we must be careful when drawing conclusions from nomothetic data. 
Still, experimental methods can be complimentary as well as constraining, and we 
should therefore strive to use these as convergent processes of gathering evidence. 
Vogt (2009) provides a useful case study for combining computer modelling with 
real world data: here, he found that in models where communicative success is 
difficult, small populations show a tendency toward holistic systems, whereas 
larger populations are more inclined to compositional languages. This lends sup-
port to previous theoretical (Wray and Grace, 2007) and comparative (Levinson, 
2006) results suggesting that languages spoken in larger communities tend to be 
more compositional.

9.1. Phylogenetics 

Phylogenetic methods may provide a way of avoiding some of the difficulties 
mentioned above. This is a growing area of interest, and something that has clear 
methodological implications for testing language structure and social structure. 
Phylogenetic techniques in the field of evolutionary biology are a well-established, 
powerful set of tools that allow the testing of evolutionary hypotheses. More recently 
these methods are being applied to the analysis of linguistic and cultural data. In 
particular, the use of phylogenetics has led to the observation that languages evolve 
in punctuational bursts (Atkinson et al., 2008), tested multiple hypotheses for word 
order universals (Dunn et al., 2011), explored the role of population movements 
(Kaestle and Smith, 2001), examined the rise and fall of political complexity (Cur-
rie et al., 2010), investigated the descent of Acheulian handaxes (Lycett, 2009), and 
probed behavioural variation among groups of wild chimpanzees (Lycett et al., 
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2009). These are just some select studies revealing the diversity of applications on 
offer (cf. Gray et al., 2007). 

Dunn et al. (2011) take data from idiographic studies of languages including 
typological data and data on how languages are related and combine them using 
phylogenetic techniques which allow the data to be compared cross-culturally in 
a controlled way. They tested the nomothetic claim by Greenberg (1963) that lan-
guages tended to respect certain word-order constraints, based on the frequencies 
of certain word-order combinations (e.g. the vast majority of languages with SOV 
word order are postpositional). This was has been taken as evidence for language 
universals (e.g. Chomsky, 1986). However, controlling for the effects of descent, 
Dunn et al. show that the variation in word order universals is better explained by 
their individual lineages rather than universals over whole language families. For 
instance, the strengths of different constraints were markedly different between 
language families. That is, language structure may be influenced more by cultural 
factors – and the way societies interact – than universal ‘innate’ biases. This kind 
of control was not possible before phylogenetic techniques. 

Phylogenetic techniques can also be used to address the relationship between 
language and society more directly: Gray et al. (2009) conduct a phylogenetic 
analysis of cognates in Austronesian languages to reveal the likely tree of descent 
of languages and the times at which they split. The results support a ‘pulse-pause’ 
model of human migration (Diamond and Bellwood, 2003; Welsch et al., 1992) – the 
dates at which the linguistic divergence accelerates coincides with innovations in 
sailing technology which allowed populations to reach more distant islands. Lee 
and Hasegawa (2011) also use phylogenetic methods to date the origins of Japonic 
languages and dialects and find evidence that supports an agricultural expansion 
scenario for populations in Japan. 

Phylogenetic techniques are becoming more commonplace in linguistic stud-
ies, especially those with large cross-linguistic corpora. They provide a tool for the 
rigorous testing of specific hypotheses in a controlled way, addressing some of the 
challenges of the nomothetic approach discussed in this paper.

10. Conclusion 

Cross-linguistic data has become more widely available and new statistical 
approaches provide powerful tools for generating testable hypotheses. However, 
the data that is most easily accessible and manipulatable is not necessarily the 
best quality or most relevant. Some formalist approaches to grammar have been 
criticised for having a weak empirical basis, relying instead on the intuitions of 
the researchers (e.g. Ferreira, 2005; Wasow and Arnold, 2005; Bresnan, 2007). Simi-
larly, the ease of access and speed of analysis afforded by new data sources and 
statistical techniques may be in danger of facilitating what Fillmore (1992) called 
‘computer-aided armchair linguistics’. That is, large-scale statistical analyses can 
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be used to support an intuition when they should more properly be used to test 
a specific hypothesis. When conducting a nomothetic study, it’s important to use 
appropriate statistical controls, look carefully at the assumptions being made and 
recognise the possible weakness of the explanatory power. 

The take-home message is that both social structure and language structure 
are historically contingent and display general patterns. As such, the goal of any 
research in this field should be testing multiple, and at times contradictory, hypoth-
eses to get a full appreciation of what is being observed in the world. We can probe 
for lineage-specific (Dunn et al., 2011) and broadscale patterns (Lupyan and Dale, 
2010), but there is unlikely to be a one-story-fits-all package at the end of these 
investigations. The size of phoneme inventories are one such instance: we might 
find general trends in the data, yet there are likely to be many path-dependent 
scenarios of development. What we need theoretically is a broad set of underlying 
mechanisms and how these operate given different demographic conditions. We can 
investigate this through laboratory experiments and computer simulations. Still, 
even with support from these methods, the results need to match real-world data: 
it is here where nomothetic and phylogenetic approaches are most effective. The 
best way to evaluate the claims of a theory is through independent lines of inquiry 
that build up a body of mutually supporting evidence. The success of evolutionary 
theory has been achieved through such degrees of substantiation (Mesoudi et al., 
2006). Any approach to language structure and social structure needs to build up a 
substantial body of data that is informed by a variety of methodological approaches 
and underpinned by a secure theoretical framework.
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